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                               Abstract 

 A revised version of the L2 estimate of my previous note and an alternative proof 
of the approximation theorem on a Stein manifold are given.  

I  . Review of the  ,g equation. 
 The setting is the same as my previous note [1], so we review briefly. Let  Cl be 

a Stein manifold of complex dimension n. Let  ilv} be a sequence of functions in  C'c' 
 (Cl) such that 0  �  Vi,�1 and  77,,---=1 on any compact subset of  CI when  v is large. 

Choose a Hermitian metric ds2  hik  dz.'  de on  Cl so that  Iaqui  �1 for v =  1,2,  ••-. 
Denote by dV the volume element defined by ds2. Let  g, be a real valued continuous 
function on  ri and let /4)(f/ , so) be the weighted L2 space of (p,q) forms such that 

     Ilf= rand  12 e-9dV < co 

where  I  • I denotes the length with respect to ds2. The  a operator defines linear. 
closed, densely defined operators on these spaces. 

 Vp,q)(n,P)  Vp,q+i)(f), 

 In my previoius note we give a  Cc° function on  f2 which satisfies 

 (a) is strictly plurisubharmonic 

 (b)  11/'  �  0  on  f2 

 (c) nc-----IzEniv.(,)<c}CCSI for every  ce  R 

 (d)  11  f  ik2p  �  II  T7  11%2F  II.Sf  114.  fe  D(p,q+1)(). 
And then we have the following existense theorem. 

 THEOREM 1  [1 ]. Let  g, be any plurisubharmonic function on  Cl. For every g  €1,(2,),,±1)
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(~,~2 ) with ag=0, there exists a solution u c L(p,q)(~ ,loc) of the e(~uation ~u=g 

such that 

j j 
iul2 e~99~vdV~ Igl2 e~P dV. 

2. Results 

Denote by A=A(~) the space of all entire holomorphic functions on ~ with the 

Frechet topology of uniform convergence on all compact sets. The following is a 

revised version of Theorem 2 in [1]. 

THlr-.OREhl 2 (Revised). Let ~9 be any plurisubharmonic fuuction on ~ and denote by 

A9p the set of entire holomorphic functians u such that for some real number N, 

j lul2 e~{P ~N1lrd V < oo. 

Then the closure clAp of A{p in A contains all ue A such that lul2 e~99 is locally 

integrable, aud clAp is equal to A if and only if e~{' is locally integrable. 

PROov~. Given an entire function U such that IU12 e~P is locally jntegrable we shall 

approximate U uniformly in a relatively compact set ~R = { z e ~1lg!r (z) < R } by 

functions in Ap. To do so we choose a cut function X e C'~'(~ ) so that X=1 on ~R+1 

and X=0 on ~¥ ~R+2' Set V=XU. Then 

V=U on ~R and aV=UaX=0 on ~R+1 U(~¥~R 2) 

To make norms small we set weight functions ~9t for t>0 as 

~9t (z) = ~) (z) +max { O, t(1~f(z) -R-1 )} . 

Then ~9t is plurisubharmonic and 

j 

j- 2 - = 2~ IUI taX12 e P (1F R 1)dV laVi e Pt dV ~ _ 
R+2¥oR 1 

- j ~sup laXI IU12 e~P e~(v R 1)dV--'O as t --O 
~R+2 ~R+2¥~R+1 

slnce IU12 e~{9c L}~c' It follows from Theorem I that we can flnd a function Utwrth 

aut = aV and 

lutl2 e~Pt~1V dV~ J IaV12 e~Pt dV--)O as t ･-~oo. 

In particular aut=0 on ~R+1 i.e. ut is holomorphic in ~R+1, and 
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~R Ilutl2dV= Iutl2 e P~~ {p+vdV 
~R+ 1 

C 
<- sup eP+~r J Iutl2 e~~t~1PdV- O 

~R+1 

since 99t=q) on ~R+1 Hence 

j lu I dV--~O, i.e. 
sup lutl ~ C ~R__1 t 2 
~R 

ut -O uniformly on ~R. We know that 

V= (V-ut)+u and a(V u ) O 

And we have 

IV-utl2 e~~=N~rdV~2 j IV12 e~P~NWdV+2 j lutl2 e~~ {p~NvdV. 

The 1-st term in the right hand side converges since IU12 e~pe L}... For the 2-nd 

term put N=1+t. Then 99t+1~r=q' +1~r 

~~99 +(1 +t)1~r on ~R.1 and 99t+1lr=~9+(1+t)1g!r-t(R+1) 

~q' +(1+t)1~r on ~¥~R+1 and so 

j j 
i utf 2 e~P ~ (1 ~1'1r d V<_ [ ut 1 2 e~ Pf~v d V< oo. 

Hence V-ut e A9~' This proves the first assertion. For the second assertion we 

note that every function in A~ must vanish at z if e~P is not integrable in any 

neighborhood of z. Because if u e A{p and u(z)~0 then there exists a neighborhood 

W of z such that lul >_~ >0 on W and a contradiction that 

j lul2 e~~~NWdV:~~~2 inf e~N1~ eP dV=oo w i w 
follows. From this it is easy to see that clAp=A implies e~P c L}... 

The same argument gives an alternative proof of the following approximation 

theorem on a Stein manifold. 

THEoREM([4],5.2.8). Let ~ be a complex mamfold aud ~' a strlctly plurlsubharmonlc 

C= functlon on ~ such that 

K. = {z e ~ I q9 (z) ~c} CC~ for every real number c. 

Every fwactian which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of Ko can then be approxiinated 

waiformly on Ko by entire functions in ~ . 
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PROOF Let U be a holomorphic function in K.(c>0). choose a cut function X e 

C=(~) so that X=1 on K./2 and X=0 on ~¥K.. Set V=XU and 

991(z)= ~9 (z)+max {O, t(1g!r (z)- c /2)}. 

Then ~'i is plurisubharmonic and 

V U on K aV UaX=0 on K,/2 U (~¥K.) 

JC 1~V12 e~Pt dV= jC -laV12 e~P~t(v-./2)dV- O as t- oo. 
K*¥K*/2 

It then follows from Theorem I that we find a function ut Such that aut = aV and 

lutl2 e~Pt~vdV~ IaV12 e~P' dV- O. 

In particular aut=0 on K /2 i.e. ut is holomorphic there and 

j lutl2dV , O 
K*12 

so ut- O uniformly on Ko' Since V=(V-ut)+ut and a(V-ut)= ' O U Is unlformly 

approximated on Ko by entire functions V-ut' [] 

At this iuncture we correct some errata in my previous note [1]. In Theorem 2, 

and 2~, [1], the assumption that q' e C2(~) is dropped. In the proof of Therem 2, 

p.8, Iine 10, "We may assume that q' e C2(~)" should be "must not" The case 

when q' Is not In C2 is treated in this supplement. 
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